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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Economic Localization: A Strategic Framework is Transition Town Peterborough’s contribution to community efforts to adapt and thrive in the face of changes to climate, the economy, and resource availability (especially fossil fuels.) The Framework addresses the production and distribution of basic life essentials for all citizens from local sources. These essentials - water, food, energy, health and culture - are the foundation of any enduring
community economy.
Part A describes the why and what of economic localization in terms of community resilience. The concept “resilience” is also defined in this section.
Part B describes the all-important “how” to achieve a healthy local economic infrastructure
starting with changes of perspectives about the economy, money and currency, and about
localizing production and purchasing and about securing wealth locally.
Part C describes the “building blocks” of economic localization on the practical level:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

a local currency (called the Kawartha Loon)
an exchange (or marketing) network
a public trust for community investment in energy, the environment and local economic development, and
neighbourhood-level initiatives called “Transition Streets.”

Part D describes benefits of economic localization.
Part E offers a way of measuring how successful the economic localization process is in
achieving community resilience.
The Strategic Framework builds upon and deepens the far-ranging resources and ideas for
action of the Community Sustainability Plan 2012.
The proposed time frame of this economic localization initiative is twenty years (2013 2033.) A public consultation in June 2012 helped to inform and shape the Framework.
APPENDICES contain additional supporting material for further understanding.
Limitations of this document: The Economic Localization Strategic Framework is not a
document for scientific or economic journals or professional instruction but for general
readership. It is a volunteer citizen effort that focuses mainly on the economic and leaves
political considerations to others.
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INTRODUCTION
What is Transition Town?
Transition Town Peterborough (TTP) is part of the
worldwide, grassroots Transition movement. It explores
By unleashing the collechow to redesign our local systems so that basic needs,
tive genius of the community, we can design ways of
such as food, water, energy, trade, housing, culture,
living that are more enrichhealth, are dependably sourced as locally as possible
ing, satisfying and conat all times. The movement addresses all aspects of
nected.
life– social, economic, environmental, spiritual/psychological – that are being profoundly challenged
by the unfolding of the climate crisis, economic upheaval and the peaking of the fossil fuel
era. For more information on Transition Town see Appendix A.

Purpose of the Framework
Transition Town Peterborough presents Economic Localization: A Strategic Framework
(called herein the Framework) to help create a local economic infrastructure in the City of
Peterborough and surrounding area that will, in a planned manner, assist business, including farms, to transition to more resilient models. As such, it complements and extends the
comprehensive Community Sustainability Plan 2012.
The Framework makes three assumptions:
1. that communities are facing multiple, interacting crises in the realms of the economy,
the climate, population numbers, species extinction and resource depletion;
2. that these intersecting crises call for pro-active, adaptive strategies now to address
all of these predicaments; and
3. that new understanding and designs for, not just a tinkering with, the institutions of
commerce are a crucial adaptation that will benefit the community’s social and environmental life.
The document examines the components of resilience in terms of three main financial system redesigns toward creating an economic infrastructure for bringing about economic localization. It also introduces a fourth component of resilience that brings resilience to the
neighbourhood level. These components are specifically:
5
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1. a local currency called the Kawartha Loon
2. the Kawartha Loon Exchange (to manage the
currency), and
3. a community Trust – proposed to be called
The Triple E Trust – as a source for community investment (loans and grants) to support the
transition.

PART A ECONOMIC LOCALIZATION:
WHY and WHAT?

“We need to get over thinking
that analysis of costs solves anything in the new world we are
in. We have to leave businessas-usual thinking behind as it’s
what has gotten us into this
mess. All the real costs are “externalities” in our economic
system and they are all being
punted down the road, for our
children to pay.” - Fred Irwin,
Founder of Transition Town
Peterborough

Why economic localization?
Because of climate change, the depletion of natural resources and continuing economic
upheaval associated with both of these, natural, social
and economic systems are under stress. Dealing with
Meaning of Resilience
these changes in ways that continue to support the wellthe capacity for a system to
being of the human and natural community is one way of
maintain function through peunderstanding the term “resilience.” Resilience is the
riods of change, or to reorganscience of adaptive ecological systems as applied to
ize and adapt to meet new
human systems.
challenges.

Resilient communities have parallel sub-systems in place
to meet similar needs so that the overall system can revert to equilibrium or to a transformed adaptive state after a significant shock that induces change. For instance, if conventional money fails or is devalued, a local currency can add to community resilience.
Having a secure, local energy supply does so too.
Resilience comes from investing as much as possible in our own resources to produce a
significant portion of goods, services, food and energy from our local endowment of natural,
financial and human capital. Fortunately, the Peterborough area already has these local
resources, including our knowledge and creativity, social capital, plans, institutions, physical infrastructure and natural bounty to help us adapt to these transition times.
Our economic system needs to be rebalanced. It has swung too far towards globalization
and corporate power, hollowing out local economies and reducing their resilience, with
6
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growing social and environmental damage. The current economy is driven by fossil fuels,
mostly oil, the cost of which most of us know but who knows its value? Its value is never
computed in a risk/value analysis of life essentials including energy. Cost analysis alone
leads to short-term profits and transfer of wealth to the already wealthy at the expense of
the environment. Real costs (e.g. water used) and public subsidies are hidden but must
now be accounted for.
Equally important is the fact that energy return on energy invested (EROEI) is falling rapidly
for all means of fossil fuel extraction and will reach a point where it will not be feasible to
continue to extract it. What then? What do we need to have in place to anticipate that
point?
We need a local economy less dependent on foreign food, highly-centralized distribution,
oil for transportation and food production, and one that can secure its own energy supply
for essential services. These will ensure recovery from economic shocks. An economy with
diverse, smaller, local suppliers/retailers, products sourced across different lengths of supply chains and a mixture of ownership models (e.g., co-operatively or family owned, social
enterprises, small privately-owned businesses) is more resilient. Its diversity of motivations
for doing business locally strengthens ability to withstand shocks and disruptions from climate disasters, oil depletion/cost and economic recessions/unemployment. This diversity
creates resilience.
It is surely evident that water, food, energy, culture and wellness (that includes physical and
mental health, housing, social inclusion, equity and accessibility) are essential to community survival and wellbeing. When these life essentials depend on global instead of local systems, they become fragile and subject to failure. When a community cannot recover from
crises, it becomes endangered, brittle and not resilient.
This Framework puts forward ways of economic activity that restore a healthy balance between local, regional, national and international trade and power. It envisions an economy
that is appropriate in scale to the resources, size, location, culture and wealth of communities, and that respects the limits of nature.
Localization done voluntarily now will prevent municipalities from scrambling at the last
moment to react to huge fuel price hikes, budget impacts of weather disaster clean-ups and
business losses, and food shortages due to supply-chain interruptions and increasing poverty due to prohibitive food and fuel costs.

7
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What is economic localization?
Economic localization is a strategic model that addresses the predicament born of the intertwining of degradation of our natural world, the energy required to sustain our complex society and global economic contraction. This predicament is not short term nor easily solved.
It demands new ways of thinking and doing things, especially about how we obtain life essentials that we used to - and can again - source ourselves: our food, water, energy, wellness and culture. Think of economic localization as the “third way” forward: not a false
choice between austerity or growth but a way parallel to business-as-usual.
In transition to greater resilience, creative ways of conducting economic activity (business,
financing, means of exchange etc.) are needed, to counter many present practices that too
often end up creating poverty and depleting what nature provides for life.
Localization is not self sufficiency. 100% localization is not possible; many goods will remain
unproduceable locally. It is about the increased provision of local needs through local
production where possible, and creating substitutes for imports. It is not about severing
connections to the rest of the world, but trying to meet much more of our essential needs
locally, and in the process to create new employment and make our local community more
resilient and an attractive,
livable place.
Clearly, there are questions around local level import/export trade gaps, economic rent, imbalances of market power, inequality, efficiencies of scale and returns to capital vs labour
etc. that will have to be worked out as economic localization rolls out. The goal of the
Framework is to contribute to restoring a healthy balance between local, regional, national
and international trade and power.
Economic localization is fundamentally a broad-based, community process. Individuals or
groups with ideas or initiatives they wish to pursue will create many models for accomplishing it. Local governments must also be involved as major players in their local economy.
Communities will want to know if they are achieving resilience. The Framework proposes
one way of tracking and measuring the impacts of localization projects (Part D.)

PART B

HOW ECONOMIC LOCALIZATION OCCURS
8
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In the rapidly changing economic world, four changes or shifts of perception help a community evolve into economic localization:

i.

A Shift in Understanding the Economy

“Economics” originates in the Greek “oikos” meaning household, house or family. Simply,
then, “economics” is the management of the household. An economy embraces the systems of labour, capital and natural resources, along with the production, trade, distribution
and consumption of goods and services. Energy is also a vital part of an economy since its
availability and cost affect the other components. We - all of us together – make our own
economy and manage it, as we do our own households.
Understanding our deep interconnection with the natural world reveals economics to be a
sub-system of nature. An economy derives from resources found in nature: plants, animals
and water – for life itself – then fuels, then the money,
CHANGING OUR MINDS
production and trade built on them. No lasting or successful economy is possible in the absence of this un“The good news is that, unlike
derstanding.
reindeer and songbirds, we huAn economy considered superior to or separate from
our eco-system will fail because its assumption of endless, permanent growth is not natural. In Nature, all
things die and are transformed. Development is still
possible but not unending growth. Development becomes understood in terms of decentralization, stewardship of local natural resources (including population,
arable soil, water, trees) and social capital that serve
the health and wellbeing of the entire community.

mans are blessed with the capacity for advanced reasoning and
therefore the ability to adapt
more deliberately -- to change
old patterns of behavior with
remarkable speed. If the ideas
that rule our culture are stopping
us from saving ourselves, then it
is within our power to change
those ideas.”
- Naomi Klein, Climate change, capi-

Economics is primarily what we do together to meet
talism and our climate crisis misbasic needs and create strong community interdependmatch , The Nation, Nov. 9, 2011
ence. The Economy, understood as the endless production of consumer goods, has historically not always
been central to our lives. The pursuit, at all cost, of economic growth (“business-as-usual”)
makes communities fragile. Economic localization makes them stronger.
Economic localization is an organizing of our community “household” in scale with our
environment, its natural endowments and population.
A re-understanding of the economy as exchanges that build in resilience is needed because production of cheap oil has peaked, which means that remaining crude oil will be
9
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more difficult to extract and process with even higher environmental costs, therefore becoming significantly more expensive, resulting again in a more fragile economy. This is reflected, as we already see, in the rise of the cost of most all of our products, including and
especially food.

ii.

A Shift in our Perception of “Value” and “Medium of Exchange”

The second perspective shift that helps to understand the need for economic localization
involves our money and what we hold as having value to back it up.
A medium of exchange is what we use to facilitate trade among us (e.g. the Canadian dollar.) A store of value is what backs up the medium of exchange. Currently the Canadian
dollar acts as both a medium of exchange and a store of value. The Canadian dollar has
value to us because we believe it has and we trust that it will continue to hold value into the
future. That value is lost if the Canadian dollar hyper-inflates, or if the dollar were to simply
collapse under the weight of rising sovereign and household debt which already far exceeds our means of production to repay. In a financial crisis, what we accept as stores of
value in good economic times can quickly become almost worthless.
Up until modern times, when the capitalist economic model has prevailed, a “store of value”
and a “medium of exchange” were separate and used for different purposes. Money was
one thing, what backed it up another. A localized economy sees a local currency as a medium of exchange and holds the components of resilience (food, water, wellness, energy,
culture) as our stores of value.
Separating “store of value” from “medium of exchange” can make genuine wealth available
to everyone, not just those who possess a large amount of the current medium of exchange
or a large store of value.
A store of value is valuable precisely because we believe it is. Gold is widely seen as a
store of value even though you can't eat it and its worth is totally out of proportion to its utility. A dollar bill has an actual value only of the paper and ink from which it is made and our
perception that it is valuable. Water, food, energy, wellness and culture have the potential
to be perceived as stores of value held in as high regard as gold. We can value a standing
forest over a logged-out wasteland, or see a store of value in fossil fuel that is left in the
ground, a hedge against the future.
A local currency, complementary to the existing national currency, is a medium of exchange. When backed eventually by stores of value – water, food, energy, health, culture
10
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(the components of resilience) - it can transition away from its initial backer, in our case, the
Canadian dollar. This is a crucial shift in understanding.
Economic localization cannot happen to scale in the Greater Peterborough Area until this
shift occurs and until there is a critical mass of citizens and businesses engaged with a
Public Trust (Part B, p.20) that uses the local currency, and municipal government investors in the Public Trust.
The first step in creating stores of value is to identify what we require in order to survive
and flourish. The next step is to establish the perception of these as genuine wealth (stores
of value) and to formalize this perception. A Public Trust (Part B) helps this shift and formalization.
A localized economy elevates the value of the efficient use of energy, the value of the
knowledge to live healthy lives, to grow nutritional food and to culturally engage in citizenship and social justice. It elevates the value of everyone's labour and creates local markets
for everyone to share, trade and participate.
It is not difficult to accept that true poverty results from insufficient and inaccessible food,
water, energy, wellness and culture. When we invest in these things (even as we now do in
oil), we become wealthy in what has enduring value and what makes for rich, sustainable
and fulfilling lives. These things have the potential to be perceived as stores of value held in
as high regard as gold.
The stores of value being proposed by the Framework will last through artificial crises such
as a financial meltdown. They will be the first to be recognized and protected as real crises
appear from the results of peak oil or climate change.

iii.

More Local Production and Purchasing

The third perspective necessary for economic localization lies in appreciating the power
and wealth-creation potential of local production and purchasing. A localized economy secures its own wealth by sourcing goods and services locally, balancing localization with
non-local purchases and products, reskilling for adaptive living, supporting local culture,
creating as well as attracting new jobs. Increased local wealth encourages more local production. This is a secure economic system. (See Figure 1.) . When we locally produce and
use much of our food, water, energy, health and culture, the outcome is economic localization.

11
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The single largest economic development opportunity in the Greater Peterborough Area
(GPA) over the next ten years lies in localizing food production and purchasing. When approximately 95% of our food comes from a long distance away, Peterborough area citizens
are vulnerable to rising global food prices and any shortage caused by severe climate.
Demonstration of this began with release of Part One of the 25% Shift in Local Food Peterborough Study initiated by Transition Town Peterborough through the auspices of the
Community Sustainability Plan 2012. Part One concluded an over $5M economic impact
annually over the next 10 years. Part Two will study the job creation effect of this impact.
Localization means more than “buying local.” e.g. people can’t simply be asked to pay more
to “save the planet.” It means incentives and opportunities for creative minds. It means
investing in small farms and businesses that are the bedrock of any economy.
Local enterprises are likely to be more able and willing to examine the impacts of production and distribution methods on the environment because these impacts are being felt “in
their own backyards” and those of their neighbours. Negative consequences and their
feedback to the business are more immediate. Figure 1 represents the relationship of
many of the concepts mentioned so far.

12
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Economic Localization & Social Change 1

iv.

Economic Development: Securing Local Wealth

The transition to the complementary “third way” economy involves a shift in perspective
from economic development as unlimited growth to ways of doing business that benefit,
build and restore both the community and the environment as one. This understanding of
development has ongoing resilience. It underpins this Framework.
The GDP/infinite growth view of the economy results in large corporations implementing
conveyer-belt-like systems where goods are shipped to and sold in Peterborough and a
large percentage of each dollar spent is removed to distant parts of the globe. When this
happens, we lose the economic multiplier effect (see Figure 2) of money circulating over
and over locally, creating more community wealth, leading to more local supply and more
jobs/ livelihoods to produce the supply, with the result that local income and consumption
become greater than the initial amount spent.
Economic localization is not intended to disconnect the community from the global economy but rather to provide incentives for building resilience into essential products and ser13
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vices and, in the process, create and retain more
local jobs, more of the human and monetary capital
generated here working here for the benefit of the
community.
This resilience perspective leads naturally to economic development. It asks not only, “How many
jobs will that initiative make?” but also such questions as “How do we define and measure true
community prosperity?” “How is poverty reduced?”
It proposes ways of doing business that secure
meaningful and lasting livelihoods and a more satisfying and responsible commerce than the pillaging of the very resources it needs to survive. It sees
enterprise that is not just about maximizing profit
but is about serving and enhancing community
wellbeing in food, health, education, housing, social
equity and engagement, culture, and ecological
conservation.
Local Multiplier Effect
To secure local wealth, it is essential to keep
money circulating throughout the local economy.
Money that is hoarded or used only to improve balance sheets does not create employment or new
enterprises or strengthen people’s capacity to engage in community resilience-building. Money going into a community should equal or exceed that
going out of the community as much as possible.
(Figure 2.) Imagine a leaking barrel of money (Figure 3) flowing from local citizens' pockets to corporations owned outside the Peterborough
area.

14
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Figure 2 The multiplier effect (YES Magazine, Nov. 16, 2006)

Figure 3: Local wealth leaking away

It is reasonable to want to somehow slow or stop that flow so we are enriched at a local
level instead of fearing the next national recession or the loss of jobs to corporate moves
and globalization. Younger generations may no longer feel they have to flee to larger cities
in search of prosperity.
15
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Communal projects (such as urban agriculture) and mentoring (such as training in lost skills
and new skills needed to revive local production, processing and marketing of goods) will
help create more local employment, more diversity in the job market, and a greater possibility of knowing one’s neighbours and one’s potential employers.
By re-examining how money leaves our community, businesses can find opportunities for
locally-owned ventures. Then local money and a vehicle for investing it locally (the proposed Triple E Trust, Part D) can take hold. For instance, the lost transformation of raw resources, given away to transnational companies, could be reclaimed. Certainly we can’t
take back everything (e.g. coffee, pepper, olive oil) but we can take back essentials like energy products, food, cleaning products and put invention and innovation to work on creating
substitutes and alternatives to imports.
At a time when Canadian dollars might be hoarded and inaccessible to most citizens, localization will ensure that the natural resources of the Peterborough area will still be accessible and valued: clean water, a supply of locally-grown food, physical strength through wellness, joy and interconnection through arts, sports, public celebrations, cafe life, libraries
(culture), electricity from local community-owned-and-controlled turbines in the river. These
are examples of stores of value which would still be available to be traded and used to
support wellbeing of the entire community, not just individuals.

PART C

HOW ECONOMIC LOCALIZATION IS ACHIEVED: BUILDING THE ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE

The practical means - or building blocks - described in this section may not realize their full
potential until some external crisis occurs, but an economically resilient community will already have systemic responses in place to deal with such a crisis. Tinkering with the current system, whose imbalances are part of the problem in the first place, is insufficient. New
tools must be available and well-developed enough to be taken up in crises.
The Peterborough area has abundant local assets to face these challenges. These include
our knowledge and creativity, social capital, institutions, infrastructure and natural resources.

16
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Building Block #1: Local Currency
The idea of a local currency is not new. There are numerous current working models
throughout the world. The Kawartha Loon is largely based on the Berkshares model, a local
US currency in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, http://www.berkshares.org/ and the Bristol Pound in Bristol, England. Local currencies traditionally are a response to diminishing
ways to make a living in a local area.
Local currencies increase the local flow of trade in a trading area, build community wealth
and keep it in the community to support new livelihoods. A more balanced local economy
relies on local suppliers of food, wellness, water, energy and culture, while retaining global
suppliers for the likes of cars, electronics and other non-essentials. Local currencies can
enhance the tourist experience and even attract tourists to the region. The Transition Network, with over 1800 initiatives around the world, is known as an Economic Localization
movement, often supported by local currencies.
The Kawartha Loon: Peterborough Area’s Local Currency
Transition Town Peterborough launched the Kawartha Loon (KL) local currency
September 3, 2013, with its first major public use at the third annual Purple Onion Festival.
The KL is a legal, complementary currency to the Canadian dollar. It is issued by the Kawartha Loon Exchange and distributed by the KLE's first banking agent - the Peterborough
Community Credit Union (PCCU.)
The Kawartha Loon provides an incentive for people to use the currency. As an incentive,
Canadian dollars are exchanged for KLs at a 10% discount rate: $.90 Cdn to 1KL, $18
Cdn for 20 KL. This discount at the point of purchase of the currency immediately increases
a user’s buying power by 10%.
The KL currency itself is a visible incentive for locally-owned businesses and farming enterprises to recirculate the currency, thus strengthening local supply chains and developing
local markets.
The Canadian dollars paid to buy the currency remain at the PCCU as a reserve .This reserve is the first economic benefit to the community of the Kawartha Loon since the Credit
Union is able to leverage the reserve with its members, and all their members live locally.

17
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The Kawartha Loon and the “economic multiplier effect”
The second, and even more powerful benefit to the community, is the economic multiplier
effect which is much higher for locally-owned businesses than for chains, franchises and
big box retailers (see Figure 2, previous section) using the Canadian dollar, and escalates
even higher through the use of local currencies. This is often referred to as “pulling ourselves up by our economic boot straps” or creating new prosperity from the wealth that already exists in the community.
People spend Kawartha Loons at par to the Canadian dollar at local businesses who are
members of the Kawartha Loon Exchange. As long as the businesses recirculate the currency amongst other members, no one takes the 10% discount. The discount is a disincentive to cash out the currency or an incentive to keep it in circulation. This recirculation of the
currency in the community is the economic multiplier effect. The success of the currency
thus relies on the critical mass of people who use the currency with frequency and the
number of businesses who accept it at par to the Canadian dollar.
A Canadian dollar has no incentive to stay local to the area in which it was spent. A member of the public may choose to spend the Canadian dollar locally out of personal conviction or because an attractive item just happens to be locally produced, but the dollar itself is
equally welcome at a big box store. The greater part of a dollar spent at stores with corporate headquarters elsewhere will fly out of our community and never be seen again locally
(Figures 2 and 3.)
This local currency is, therefore, clearly economic development of a different, parallel
variety which has the promise of strengthening local markets and ultimately more local
jobs and livelihoods.
The Kawartha Loon will expand beyond the Greater Peterborough Area into the trading area of the Kawarthas. The City of Peterborough is situated within driving distance of Toronto
and has no other large cities in close proximity. This relative isolation will give a local currency a large but isolated community in which to operate, and can attract tourists from
Canada's largest city a day trip away.

Building Block #2: The Kawartha Loon Exchange (KLE)
The Kawartha Loon Exchange (KLE) is the issuing entity for the Kawartha Loon local
18
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currency. The KLE is governed by a Board of Governors, the majority of whom, by charter,
are themselves members of the Kawartha Loon Exchange. Governance is similar to a
members’ co-operative. The KLE is essentially a marketing network of locally owned
businesses and farming enterprises.
The KLE Charter sets out the Board of Governors’ primary responsibilities:





to promote the use of the Kawartha Loon throughout the GPA as a means to create
community wealth and local jobs
to establish the exchange rate between the Kawartha Loon and the Canadian dollar
as a complementary currency
to establish the Canadian dollar reserves to be held by the KLE, the Central Banking
Agent and all other banking agents
to direct the investment of the KLE Canadian dollar reserves in local economic, energy and environmental projects such as food and energy co-ops.

The KLE was launched in February 2013. A full KLE Business Plan is available on the
Transition Town Peterborough website http://thegreenzineonline.com/kawartha_loon/
The KLE now has over 110 members. In partnership with the Peterborough Community
Credit Union, Transition Town promotes the Kawartha Loon as the exclusive currency of all
Transition Town Peterborough events in support of economic localization, including the
annual Purple Onion Festival, celebrating local food and culture; the Buy Local Go Green
Expo, for consumers and local businesses; and Dandelion Day, cultivating a healthier life
using local wellness practitioners.
The Purple Onion Festival and the Kawartha Loon are now part of the local cultural fabric,
raising awareness of the security and prosperity possible in the community.
The KLE Business Plan calls for the exclusive use of the KL local currency at local shows
and festivals, not only those hosted by Transition Town but by others in the community.
Such events are now recognized by most governments as one of the most effective means
to encourage and educate citizens with respect to necessary lifestyle changes. These
events are part of the needed strategy to incorporate economic prosperity into the necessary adaptations to the realities of climate change, oil prices rises and related economic
upheavals.
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Building Block #3: A Public Trust
A resilient economic infrastructure requires support for local financing (as well as for those
parts of the local economy with non-monetary value.) A local currency is one of the key
components in a local financial infrastructure. The other is a Public Trust.
There are three legal requirements for a Public Trust: intention, funding source and beneficiary.
The intention of the proposed Triple E Trust (working name) is to provide strategic funding
to support transition to new lower energy and water lifestyles in the City and County of Peterborough while enhancing prosperity over the next 20 years. (An inherent assumption is
that because of the heavy federal and provincial debt burden, more and more of the environmental, social and economic costs will be borne by municipalities.) The triple “E” stands
for Environment, Energy, and Economy.
The focus of the Trust is building community resilience as the fundamental strategy that
proactively and strategically addresses the “new normals” which are now gaining wide acceptance. (ref. Climate After Growth, by Asher Miller & Rob Hopkins. The Post Carbon Institute. 2013.)
Energy: The New Energy Normal: The era of cheap and easy fossil fuels is over. The energy industry is resorting to extreme fossil fuel resources (tar sands, mountaintop removal,
shale gas fracking, tight oil, and deep water oil) to meet demand. These resources come
with enormous environmental and economic costs, and in most instances provide far less
net energy compared to what needs to be invested, requiring much higher prices to make
production worthwhile, creating a drag effect on the economy. As a result, high energy
prices and economic contraction are likely to continue a back-and forth dance in the coming
years.
Economy: The New Economic Normal: Endless economic growth has contributed enormously to the predicament we are in. Unprecedented interventions by central banks and
governments for the so-called economic recovery in the US and Europe have been anemic
and have failed to benefit the majority of citizens. The debate between stimulus and austerity is not addressing the end of economic growth signified by the end of cheap oil, unpayable debt, diminishing economic impact of new technologies, and the snowballing costs
of climate change.
Environment: The New Climate Normal: Climate stability is now a thing of the past. Cities
and nations are increasingly adopting strategies that build social, economic and infrastructure resilience in the face of severe weather events and other climate shocks, while under20
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taking dramatic energy descent steps to avoid raising global temperatures more than 2 degrees C
above pre -industrial levels.
Responding to these “new normals” will require one
common strategy: building community resilience.
The Public Trust can provide the new financial infrastructure for a local economy in balance with
globalization, providing meaningful jobs and livelihoods for all citizens. An example of this is the food
sector. (See sidebar.)
The primary source funding for the Triple E Trust
will be the tax base of the City and County of Peterborough (e.g. the profits from renewable energy projects which now go into general municipal reserves.)
The secondary source will be the Canadian dollar
reserve of the KLE.

November 2013

FOOD SECURITY
The Ontario Government has identified
food security as a major issue and local
food as part of the solution. Yet the
Local Food Act 2013 contains no plans
or strategic budget to fund the transition, including financial cost or economic and job creation opportunities
that are presented by localizing food
supply. The 25% Shift Local Food Study
Peterborough Task Force ( p.12 above)
is progressing without municipal or any
other source of funding. The Triple E
Trust, if in place, would be a logical
source of such funding extending over
the next 10 years toward a secure, local food supply for the GPA.

The beneficiaries of the Trust are all citizens.
Unlike private capital, a public trust is more likely to invest in the most needy aspects of a
town or city where “big money” rarely invests or where senior governments are investing
less or downloading onto municipalities, e.g. housing, social programs, job creation and
energy security. Other Trust activities can include such things as new farmer mortgage investment funds, micro loans and RRSP-eligible community bonds.
Similar financial infrastructures have been implemented around the world as heritage
funds, environmental funds, foundations and community trusts but few have focused on the
strategy of building community resilience in the face of the intertwined energy, environmental and economic predicaments we face.

From Kawartha Loon Exchange to Triple E Trust
Initially, the Kawartha Loon Exchange will exist as a Transition Town initiative with its own
board of governors and general manager. Then, within three years, the KLE business plan
calls for the transfer of the KLE, with its Canadian dollar reserve, to the Triple E Trust.
The reasons for this transfer are: firstly, the Kawartha Loon Exchange will not generate sufficient revenue to cover its own operational costs (separate from the reserve of Canadian
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dollars created by the purchase of KLs). Currently, membership fees are the only source of
operational revenue.
Secondly, the reserve transferred from the KLE needs time to be of sufficient size to grow
the public's confidence in its own community and heighten the local currency's acceptance.
Finally, the public trust offers a better opportunity to represent and manage the strategic
store of real value backing the currency i.e. the components of resilience (food, water, energy, wellness and culture). The Trust will financially enable the community’s progress toward securing local ownership of these components.
Since municipal governments will be an essential part of the trust, they too must understand and embrace the shifts in perception of the meaning of “economy,” “stores of value”
and economic exchange as suggested earlier in this document (Part A.) The shift is essentially from the attempt to mainly attract globalized industry, to a priority for support, funding
and creation of localized business and livelihoods.
The Kawartha Loon Exchange (described above in Part C, ii), will be one operational aspect of the Trust. The other two aspects will eventually be: a Micro Bank and a resilience
initiative group.
Kawartha Micro Bank (KMB)
A micro bank helps people move from the margins of poverty into their own micro businesses. These may not always be jobs in the traditional sense and are the reason for the use of the
term “livelihoods” as a fresh focus in economic deA charitable organization
velopment.
named Access Community
Capital Fund has already partnered with five Toronto organizations to begin micro loan
programs, generally to about
the $2500 level.
http://www.accessccf.com/

The reserves from a mature KLE could be used to
fund the Kawartha Micro Bank. These are unsecured
loans in the conventional sense. Micro loans are
made on the “honour system” backed by a friend.
Experience has demonstrated higher repayment
rates than secured personal loans through conventional lending bodies in many jurisdictions (think:
Grameen Bank.) Portions of these loans would be made and repaid in Kawartha Loons.
Loan limit would be around $2500.
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The use of volunteers (e.g. as loan officers) leverages community voluntarism. Peer collateral keeps costs and interest payments low, avoiding competition with traditional credit
sources.
Micro banking, as part of a public trust, is the best opportunity during transition times to address the poverty risks related to food and energy prices and persistent unemployment. In
the meantime, the development of a micro loan program by any entity would be a welcome
addition to the community.
A Resilient Initiatives Group
This group is key to a municipal government focus on community-wide security of
food, water, energy, wellness and culture. Parts of these are localized now
(e.g. the water and electricity utility) but none is economically secured.
This group would provide more traditional secured loans (larger than the micro bank) and
project grants, with a slightly lower interest rate, to individual citizens, not-for-profit groups,
charities, farms and small local businesses. These loans and grant would be specifically
for resilience initiatives.
Three examples are as follows:
Municipal budget lines (e.g. the portion going to Project Grants and Investment Funding
could become part of the Resilience Initiatives Group funding. This would avoid the City
having to choose between “winners and losers.”
RIG seed capital to start up a Small Farm Loan Investment Fund, for instance, would be
innovative financing to advance Food Security in the GPA. This Fund idea could be started
up by a partnership (e.g. Transition Town, Farms At Work and a local Credit
Union) but the support of the likes of the Triple E Trust will be required, just as it is for the
Kawartha Loon Exchange, to make it scalable to the size of the community and to the size
of the predicament we are in.
The RIG might also fund the implementation of actions arising from the municipal Climate
Change Action Plan.

Building Block #4: Transition Streets
Transition Streets is the fourth “building block” of economic localization. It is the delivery
system to the people. It takes economic localization to the streets neighbourhood by
23
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neighbourhood to integrate the “new normals” of the environment, energy and the economy
into everyday living.
The new environment normal is extreme weather such as floods, storms and droughts, with
their significant impacts on our food, water, health, social cohesion and recovery costs. The
new energy normal is constantly rising prices with eventual shortages as we wean off nonrenewables, dragging down economic development. The new economic normal, resulting
from the economy’s inextricable connection to environmental changes and energy cost, is
continued contraction and uncertainty resulting in difficulty for the poor, working poor and
middle class to obtain meaningful work and livelihoods.
Transition Streets is not conceived as a one-time initiative of Transition Town Peterborough, but as a broad and ambitious invitation to the whole community of those involved in Peterborough’s response to the environmental, energy and economic predicament we face. It would roll out over the next 10- 20 years, and be different neighbourhood
to neighbourhood.
Demand reduction/energy descent initiatives and programs including municipal support for
economic localization will not be enough. All citizens will feel the impact of our predicament
but it will likely be most severe for those that are economically marginalized or excluded
(the so-called “poor.”) Transition Streets, as a key part of economic localization, ensures
that new levels of social justice and economic well being are available for all citizens.
Environmental and energy conservation will need the necessary supportive framework of
a localized economy within which to ensure life-essential goods and services. The bulk of
the funding for Transition Streets will predictably need to come from the Triple E Trust from
the people for the people.
How does Transition Streets work?
Small, facilitated groups come together for learning, mutual aid and social action. Through
methods like popular education, participants increase their understanding of the larger economic forces on their lives; what money means; what climate change means for them; how
to reduce economic and emotional vulnerability to coming changes etc. Using the model
of mutual support, participants may use stories, case studies, web-based resources, reflection on what makes them secure, how to help each other through loss of housing, unemployment, or economic crisis.
Beyond personal actions and mutual aid, actions are explored for how to become politically
engaged in those broader, higher municipal, provincial, national or global processes that
affect local resilient living.
24
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Groups may vary in size from neighborhoods to a township to a group of people brought
together by common interests who don’t necessarily live near each other, such as a faith
group or club.

PART D
i.

BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC LOCALIZATION
Benefits to local business

a) More money in the economy – A dollar spent locally has a 400% higher return for the
local economy (see Figures 2 and 3, the leaky bucket and the local multiplier effect.)
b) Diversity – Creation of more local enterprises helps diversify an economy away from too
much dependence on external or single industries or employers outside community control.
This reduces risk. Diversity also means opportunity – for new locally- owned business
where work would normally have been completed by multinationals etc. Diversity also
equates to increased skills: new skills would have to be trained into the community if significant localization is achieved.
c) Increased transparency and trust – Shorter supply chains that you can influence
equates to an increased confidence, loyalty, trust and longevity of relationships.
d) Cost savings – Reduced distance equates to some fuel resource savings (if not material savings). Therefore, there is the potential for economic savings.

ii.

Community benefits

a) Stronger, more inclusive community – Social relationships increase and become
stronger while working together on localization projects, especially at the neighbourhood
level.
b) Livelihoods, not only jobs – Sustainable livelihoods – rural and urban - are ways of
acquiring a living which can adapt to and recover from stress and shocks, maintain or enhance capabilities and assets, provide opportunities for the next generation, which contribute net benefits to other livelihoods.
c) Healthier population – With more people engaged in food production, there is closer
connection with the earth and physicality, which is proven to be a health benefit. Localization reduces mass farming techniques and reintroduces more people-intensive methods.
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d) Inclusion – Greater participation (in the supply chains, people are only consumers) and
sense of inclusion (in work place and in buying decisions) are also routes to well being and
social cohesion.
e) Poverty reduction – The link between economic localization and poverty reduction is an
area needing closer study. The Framework has mentioned some connections, for instance
the poverty-inducing practices of rampant growth, poverty from insufficient and inaccessible
food, water, energy, wellness and culture, and the poverty reduction role of micro banks. A
reframing of economic development in terms of livelihoods, not just jobs, may also help
shift emphasis to a more holistic look at local employment creation and one that does not
always look to sources outside the riches of the local community to create work.

PART E

MEASURING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE

It will be helpful to measure how successful the economic localization process is in achieving community resilience. It is impossible to measure precisely those ways that will give a
community resilience against shocks because all elements of a community are so interrelated and the scale, timing and scope of change are unpredictable. Further research in this
area is desirable.
A Possible Community Resilience Measurement
The Community Resilience Measurement or CRM (box below) is a first attempt to measure
community resilience. It uses the percentage results of three essential life-sustaining systems involved with localized production and distribution and localized currency usage. Appendix D also suggests another way of describing community wellbeing and sustainability.
Localized production and distribution simplifies and reduces cost to transportation networks, while local currency retains wealth in the community for reinvestment in food, water,
energy, wellness and culture, parallel or in addition to the national currency.
A target range of between 40% and 60% resilience takes into account reliance on national
and global systems to enhance localization and provide a balance between the two. This
range may become more apparent as understanding becomes more nuanced.
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A COMMUNITY RESILIENCE MEASUREMENT (CRM)
Localized production & distribution = lpd
Local currency used for purchases = lcp
Food = F
Water = W
Energy = E
Resilience = R
R = (Flpd x Flcp + Wlpd x Wlcp + Elpd x Elcp) / 100 / 3
For example a community that creates 25% of its own food and uses 10% localized currencies to
purchase that food, has 100% local water usage paid with 5% localized currency and generates
10% of its local energy needs with 5% of it paid in local currency will be 2.67% resilient under this
measurement.
2.667% = (25% x 10% + 100% x 5% + 10% x 5%) / 100 / 3
By this measurement, Peterborough's current resilience in 2012 is 0%
0% = (5% x 0% + 100% x 0% + 10% x 0%) / 100 / 3

CONCLUSION
This is a living document – it does not contain or define everything pertaining to community
resilience. However, Transition Town Peterborough believes that with a re-understanding of
our economy and the implementation of complementary economic infrastructure based on
a local currency and a public investment trust, are powerful community adaptations to the
coming effects of climate change, depletion of Earth’s resources (particularly but not only
oil) and global economic alterations.
The time frame of this Economic Localization Framework is twenty years, taking us to
2034. The economic framework suggested in this document surrounds and supports the
energy descent measures being undertaken on so many levels individually and corporately
already. It extends and complements the official municipal Community Sustainability Plan
2012 and provides a direct pathway to fund necessary climate change adaptations, likely to
be the result of the Climate Change Action Plan soon to be undertaken by the municipali27
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ties of the Greater Peterborough Area partnership of participants in the Community Sustainability Plan 2012.
We trust that Economic Localization: A Strategic Framework contributes usefully to the efforts of those who work in the interest of all to keep the economy of Peterborough and area
vibrant. Let us continue to explore local, resilient economic development together.
Cities around the world have similar visions and are finding the outcomes to be enduring
businesses, happier citizens and families living healthier, more secure, rewarding and productive lives. This would be an economic and social renaissance.
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Introduction to Transition Town Peterborough

In addition to this document’s focus on the economy, Transition Town Peterborough initiatives, often partnering with other community groups, include:
o free Community Greenzine Magazine (4th year of publication)
o Awareness Film series (education about the converging crises and creative responses)
o the Transition Skills Forum (sponsored by Sustainable Trent)
o the annual Purple Onion Festival, a celebration of local food and culture
o Heart & Soul (“inner transition”) forums for spiritual and psychological adaptation to
transition
o the Kawartha Loon local currency (launched in September 2013 in partnership
with Peterborough Community Credit Union as banking agent)
o the Kawartha Loon Exchange, the non-profit collective of members that manages
the KL
o Economic Impact Analysis of Local Food Sector (in partnership with the Sustainable Peterborough Co-ordinating Committee)
o

the Resilient Peterborough Council Inc. (RPC) to set community goals for resilience

o Organizing Committees are in place for new events starting in 2014 to support local
businesses and the Kawartha Loon with a Buy Local Go Green Expo and a Dandelion Day in support of nutrition and wellness practitioners and retailers.

The first township transition group is now active in Cavan Monaghan.
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Background Information

Here is a brief look at some of the challenges facing our local community:
The beginning of the end of cheap oil
Our present way of life is based on the cheap and abundant supply of oil for food, transport,
clothes, everything. But global production has been flat for years and some senior oil company executives are admitting they can't increase supply. With global demand rising, supplies are peaking.
This means oil and products made from it will be harder to get and increasingly expensive. Though
technology is developing rapidly there's still no other single energy source to replace what we get
from fossil fuels.
The Earth's climate is warming
Most scientists now agree this is largely caused by humans. If we're going to avoid the dangerous
tipping points of climate change, we need to significantly reduce our carbon emissions. Even with
lowering our emissions now the carbon we've already released will continue to affect our climate.
We need to plan for unpredictable and more extreme weather such as storms, droughts and floods.
To achieve this government will need local initiative and engagement.
Our food and water supplies are vulnerable
The cost of food is rising, partly due to higher energy costs and changes in climate. With so much of
our food grown so far away and the possible effects of climate change looming, we can't take our
food or water supply for granted.
World population is booming
With 75 million people born every year by 2025, world population is expected to reach 8 billion.
That's a lot of people needing a share of resources which are already under stress which is the
case right now with a population of 6.5 billion.
The world economy and financial system is shaking
Each trend alone is alarming enough. Taken together they show us a workload with more and more
people drawing on fewer and fewer resources. One where we can't rely on a cheap and abundant
supply of fossil fuels where there is a changing and unpredictable climate and where carbon reduction is critical. They point to a way of life that is inevitably changing in what could be dramatic and
traumatic ways. As these forces come together what does a sustainable future look like? Whatever
way things play out we're standing on the brink of a historic transition.
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Resilience Thinking

• RESILIENCE

• EARTH/HUMAN
SYSTEMS
• Energy
• Health
• Transportation

•short term

• Infrastructure
•price

•adaptive, flexible
•effective (doing
the right thing)

•strategic
•value

• Food

•decentralized

• Water

•bottom-up

•expand supply

• Culture

•demand reduction

•technology-driven

• Housing

•technology in
balance

•marginalized
labour

• Money &
Banking

•labour in balance

•control

• Education

•empowered

• Waste

•well-being

•international/natio
nal

• Pollution

•regional/local

•illness care

• Soil

•wellness

•economic
globalization

• Forests

•economic
localization

• Wetlands

•citizenship

•centralized
•top-down

•economic growth

•consumerism

• Air
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Glossary of Terms

Austerity
In economics, austerity is a policy of deficit cutting, lower spending and a reduction in the amount of
benefits and public services provided by a government or organization.
The already strong argument is rapidly gaining additional adherents: that current austerity programs
are essentially accelerations of the process of transfer of wealth upwards in society from poorer to
richer population segments; the acceleration due to recognition by social elites of impending social
collapse and their panic in the face of the unpredictable accompanying risks that would threaten
their positions of wealth and privilege.
Climate Change
Climate change is a significant and lasting change in the statistical distribution of weather patterns
over periods ranging from decades to millions of years.
Components of Resilience
A collection of different categories dividing out essential community systems such as food, water,
energy, wellness and culture.
Economic Rent
An excess payment made to or for a factor of production over and above the amount expected by
its owner. Economic rent is the positive difference between the actual payment made for a factor of
(such as land, labor or capital) to its owner and the payment level expected by the owner, due to its
exclusivity or scarcity. Economic rent should not be confused with the more commonly used “rent,”
which simply refers to a payment made for temporary use of an asset or property.
Economic Infrastructure
The stock of fixed capital equipment in a country, including factories, roads, schools, etc., considered as a determinant of economic growth.
Economic Localization
1. To localize production and operations.
2. To be concerned with the local affairs of wealth.
3. To focus economic thought in a local context.
4. Concerning money and material locally.
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Medium of Exchange
A medium of exchange is an intermediary used in trade to avoid the inconveniences of a pure barter system. In recent economic times there has been considerable confusion about what a medium
of exchange, a store of value and a standard of value are as the Canadian dollar is taken to mean
all three of those things. A medium of exchange is the Kawartha Loon local currency.
Peak Oil
Peak oil has several definitions. The one used in this document refers to reduced availability of
cheap, easy-to-extract oil with a large energy rate of return on energy invested (EROI). Industrial
civilization has been founded on a large EROI, of 50 to 1 or more, while currently EROI on oil extraction is approximately 6 to 1.
Prosperity and Wealth
Wealth, or from its root term “weal,” describes health or well being. When referring to wealth or
prosperity or being prosperous, it means the well being of the community and or the individual.
Resilience
The ability of a system to overcome adversity or crisis and return to a predetermined equilibrium
rather than settling on a new one.
Standard of Value
An agreed upon value for a transaction in a medium of exchange allowing merchants and economic
entities to set uniform prices for goods and services. A standard of value for the immediate future is
the Canadian dollar.
Store of Value
Any form of asset that has value and can be stored over time. For example in some cultures a store
of value is cattle, which doesn't mean cattle are used for a medium of exchange. Stores of value are
the components of resiliency.
Sustainability
The potential for long-term maintenance of well being, which has ecological, economic, political and
cultural dimensions. Sustainability requires the reconciliation of environmental, social equity and
economic demands. (Wikipedia)
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A Measurement of Community Wellbeing

Wellbeing can be sustained when activities:
1 - use materials in continuous cycles.
2 - use continuously reliable sources of energy.
3 - come mainly from the qualities of being human
(i.e. creativity, communication, movement, appreciation,
and spiritual and intellectual development).
Long-term wellbeing is diminished when activities:
4 - require continual inputs of non-renewable resources.
5 - use renewable resources faster than their rate of renewal.
6 - cause cumulative degradation of the environment.
7 - require resources in quantities that undermine other people's wellbeing.
8 - lead to the extinction of other life forms.

Source: Michael Nickerson, Life, Money and Illusion, p. 344
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